SMOOTHLY PARACOMPACT SIKORSKI CW COMPLEXES
<j>*(T) is called the differential structure coinduced from T by cf>. Next, given a Sikorski space (X, T), we say that T is the differential structure generated by a family To if the following property holds: / -• R is in T if and only if, given a point p € X, there are functions /i,..., /" € To, uj G C°°(R n , R) and a neighbourhood U e T of p (T is the topology induced by To) such that f\u = w°(fi,---,fn)\v-T is assumed to be the smallest differential structure, containing To-Let A be a subset of X; the pair (A, TA), where TA is the structure generated by T\AI is called a Sikorski subspace of (X, T). The pair (R n , e(R n )), where e(R n ) is the set of (usual) smooth functions R™ -• R, is a Sikorski space, and is called the n-dimensional Sikorski euclidean space. As an exception to the subspace differential structure notation, we will use e(D n ) to denote the differential structure induced on D n by the inclusion D n w (R n ,e(R n This is a slightly modified version of Lemma 3 in our paper [7] . We omit the proof thereof.
For easy reference, we now define the notion of Sikorski CW complex. A cell e of dimension k in a Sikorski space (X, T) is a diffeomorphic copy of ok the open ball D via a (Sikorski) smooth map 3> e : D -> X. We proved in [7] that $ e (D k ) = e, that is the closure of e with respect to the topology T. We let T(e) be the differential structure coinduced by on e.
DEFINITION 0.2. A Hausdorff differential space (X,T) is a Sikorski-CW complex (or S-CW complex for short) with respect to a family E of cells and a family $ of smooth maps provided:
(1) X is a disjoint union of its cells. D is a diffeomorphism. T(e) is the structure induced by the inclusion e^(e,JF(e)). (3) If e is a /c-cell in X, then e is contained in a finite union of some cells of dimension < k. (4) The differential structure T is the coinduced structure corresponding to the inclusions (e, ^"(e)) X.
EXAMPLES.
(1) Let (I, E(I)) denote the unit interval as a Sikorski subspace of the usual Sikorski euclidean space (R, e(R)). We call (I,e(I)) the Sikorski unit interval. (2) Let T{S n ) be the quotient differential structure on the n-sphere S n induced by the map $ : (D n ,e(D n )) S n , defined by $(zi,..., xn) = (2^1-|MI 2 *i,..., 2yjl -||x|| 2 xn, 2||x|| 2 -1).
We give S n an S-CW complex structure by considering S n -p = e n and p = e°, where p = (0,..., 0,1) as its cells. It is obvious that e" = S n , and ^•(e 55 ") = J^(5 n ). It is clear that F(e°) = M. Let / e ^(e") and c € R. If / Vc denotes the map obtained by patching together / and c, then / V c is well defined only if f(p) = c. Notice that !F(S n ) is not the differential structure induced on S n by the inclusion S n ^ (R n+1 ,e(R n+1 )). In fact, the map g(xi,..., xn+i) = xi + .. .+xn+i is not smooth in the sense of Sikorski on the S-CW complex (S n ,F(S n )), because given a point q € S™" 1 = dD n , there is no differentiable map h : R n -> R that equals g o $ in any neighbourhood U C R n of q.
(3) The decomposition of the n-sphere S n into two cells of each dimension from 0 to n makes S n into an S-CW complex with a differential structure different from the one that makes S n into a subspace of (R n+1 ,e(M ri+1 )). In fact, for n = 1, the function defined by 
There is no differentiate map h : R -> R that coincides with g o near 1. Therefore the map g is not a structure map of the S-CW complex S 1 . §1 discusses the situation regarding quotient S-CW complexes. In fact, X/Y is an S-CW complex provided the S-CW complex X is smoothly paracompact and regular, and the subcomplex Y is compact.
§2 presents the underlying topology of an adjunction of two Sikorski spaces. This leads to an alternative description of S-CW complexes. Much of the importance of Lemma 0.2 is seen in this section.
Quotient S-CW Complexes
For the purpose of the paper, we want that every S-CW complex X satisfies the following property: every open covering of the Sikorski space X has a smooth partition of unity. A Sikorski space (X, T) that has this property is called smoothly paracompact with respect to the differential structure T. See [1] for smoothly paracompact spaces. Let {Aj} je j be a smooth partition of unity subordinate to W, and let
jeJ
We claim that f* is smooth. Indeed, let us write f* this way Let {/ii}i e / be a smooth partition of unity subordinate to W', and let r = Yliel M»-^ is easy to see that the map r : X -> R is smooth on X. Put Let e be a cell in X -Y\ we define (as usual) the characteristic map of v{e) as the composite i/$» e -The characteristic map of the cell * is defined to be the map : D° -• *. It is easy to show that X/Y satisfies all the 4 axioms defining S-CW complexes.
•
Attaching of Cells
Let X be a smoothly paracompact Sikorski space, let Y be any Sikorski space, and let / : A -> Y be a smooth map from a non-empty closed subspace A of X. Consider the coproduct X UY and form a quotient space by identifying each set {y} U f~1(y), for y € Y, to a point. We denote this quotient space by X Uf Y and call it an adjunction space of X and Y, determined by /.
We have said it above: If X Uf Y is an adjunction space in DIFF, X is assumed to be smoothly paracompact. We will also assume that u : XUY -> X Uf Y is the quotient map identifying a € A with its image /(a)
There is more to this. In fact, we now show that v\y and v\x-A are diffeomorphisms. (
i) Any function a : v(Y) -> R such that a o u\y € Q is a structure map for the induced differential structure C u (Y) • (ii) Given a function a : f(Y) -» R, a is smooth on v(Y) if and only if a o u\y Y -• R is smooth and a o V\A • A -> R is smooth.
Proof, (i) First note that aov\a = aoi/|yoiyo/, where ty : Y -* XuY is an inclusion map. Since aoi/\y 6 Q, it follows that aoi>\y oiy of e and thus V\A 6 TA-As X is smoothly paracompact and A is a closed subspace of X, one applies Theorem 1.1 in [4] , which says that every smooth function on a closed subspace A is a restriction of some smooth function on X. The next lemma is of pivotal importance when it is necessary to show that the underlying topological space of an adjunction of differential spaces is in fact an adjunction of the corresponding underlying topological spaces. 
\F(X)
\ixeY.
It is clear that H* is smooth and p G (H*)~1(0, oo) C U. Now suppose that p is a point in U fl v{X -A) and suppose that its preimage by v is a point r in v~l(U)D(X-A). Since u~l(U)n(X-A)
is open, there is a nonnegative smooth function Proof. D n as a coproduct of smoothly paracompact spaces D™, n £ An, is also smoothly paracompact. In light of Lemma 0.1, the underlying topological space of D n U/ Y is an adjunction of the underlying topological spaces. Since S n_1 is a compact subset of D n , Theorem 8.5 in [2] implies that T> n U f Y is Hausdorff.
• One more useful lemma is The proof of the analogue results in the category of CW complexes can be easily adapted. An easy reference is [2] . By mimicking the proof that every CW complex is a cellular space, and every cellular space is a CW complex [3] , we now prove that every S-CW complex is a cellular space (in the sense of Sikorski) and every cellular space (in the sense of Sikorski) is an S-CW complex. Proof. Suppose that X is an S-CW complex with finitely many cells and X nwhere X^> is the n-skeleton. We showed in [7] that skeletons are S-CW subcomplexes of X, so all real-valued functions a are .^-structure functions. It follows that each subset of X^ is open in Thus is discrete, and hence (1) holds. Conditions (2) and (3) are immediate. Assume the condition. XQ is clearly an S-CW complex. By means of Lemma 2.5(ii), each X n is an S-CW complex. If v n : D n U X n -i -> D n U f X n _i = X n is the quotient map defining the adjunction X n , and i n : X n > X is an inclusion carrying X n into X, we let in o v n \ D u : Dl -> D n D" U Z n _i -> D n U/ X n _i = X n X be the characteristic map of an n-cell e a . Now suppose that E n is the family of cells of the S-CW complex X n , n > 0. Define E = Li{E n : n > 0} and $ = {constant maps to Xo} U U n >i{£ n o v n \r>n : a G A"}.
The pair (E, $) defines an S-CW structure on X.
• Theorem 2.2 serves as a stepping stone to proving Proof. Let X be a finite S-CW complex. Its skeletons X^k\ k = 0,1,... ,n are closed subspaces of X (see [7] ) such that Xand satisfy conditions (1), (2) and (3) 
where f k = U aS A fc $a> ^ -1,..., n. Since every D fc is smoothly paracompact and X(°) is Hausdorff, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that X has the quotient topology determined by
But the topology coinduced by v defines a CW complex structure on X (see [8] ), therefore X, as a topological space, is a CW complex.
Appendix
In this section, we elaborate on quotient maps and quotient spaces in the category DIFF of Sikorski spaces; quotient maps and quotient spaces are very useful tools that one needs when dealing with adjunctions of Sikorski spaces. Proof. Easy to see. Proof. Assume that q is a quotient map. If g is smooth, then goq is smooth. Conversely let g o q be smooth and let h : Z -» R be a smooth map. Then hogoq:X-*Ris smooth; since q is a quotient map, it follows that h o g : Y -• R is smoot. Hence g is smooth.
Now assume that it is true that for all Sikorski spaces Z, and all functions g :Y -> Z, one has g smooth if and only if g o q is smooth. We claim that this condition implies that q is a quotient map. Let Kerq be the equivalence relation on X, defined by x ~ x' if q(x) = q(x'). See [8] . Let IKerg denote the quotient set of X by KerWe let abusively -^Ixerg ^e note the quotient Sikorski space, determined by v = Ker<7. It is easy to see that the map <f> : -X^Kerg ~~1' defined by </>([x]) = q(x) is one-to-one. But since q is onto, it follows that (f> is also onto; therefore (j > is a bijection. Consider the commutative diagram
erg•
Since (j>~1 o q = v is smooth, it follows by hypothesis that <f>~1 is smooth. Moreover, since v is a quotient and (f>o v = q is a smooth function, it follows that (f> is smooth. Thus, <f> is a diffeomorphism, and hence q is a quotient map.
• COROLLARY 3.1. 
